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Knight Edmonds, launched in March
2020, have a vision to offer a better
experience to customers looking to
move home. Their mission is to make
moving simple and forging deep, long-
lasting relationships with their clients. 

Being a Microsoft Partner, we advised
the Knight Edmonds team how to
gain the maximum benefits from this
product and setup Windows 365. 
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To achieve this, they also needed to
become more flexible and increase
their productivity.

Microsoft has a long experience
developing cloud services. Windows
365 integrates seamlessly with the
rest of the 365 suite. It brings a raft of
benefits for businesses who need to
be able to access documents from
anywhere. Windows 365 securely
streams from the cloud to any device
and provides customers with a
virtualised computing experience
where they can stream their
personalised Windows desktop, apps,
settings, and content from the
Microsoft cloud to any device.
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Setting up Windows 365 allowed all
staff to access their full desktop
software and data from anywhere and
any device, including mobile phones
and tablets.
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Knight Edmonds likes to give their staff
the flexibility to work from anywhere
using any device. With their existing
setup, the team experienced slow start
ups, missing files and settings
changing, which led to frustration and
losing valuable time.

Each employee now have their
personal PC in the cloud, meaning
all their settings and documents are
ready to go should they need to
switch to a different device, for
example from a computer in the
office.

"We approached Genmar as
we needed a flexible IT
solution that allowed us to
operate remotely
seamlessly or desk hop
moving around the office,
sometimes multiple times a
day. James recommended
Windows 365, not only did
this solve the problem it
also brought with it a whole
host of additional benefits,
saving us huge amounts on
upgrading high spec
hardware and allowing us
to switch to mini HDMI stick
PCs, saving huge amounts
of space and minimising
the usual tangle of cables
around the office."

Alex Knight -
Director

With this set up we helped the team at
Knight Edmonds to overcome the
mentioned issues and become more
flexible and efficient. 


